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Picture Information Extractor Crack For Windows is a tool developed to help individuals view image
files, organize them and extract and process their metadata, by means of which you can take

advantage of PIC. Features: * Display images and provide basic metadata * Export images in batch
mode * Can view images as slideshows, using the built-in viewer * Copy, move, rename, duplicate,
delete, compress and sort images * Export image metadata as EXIF, IPTC and GPS tags * Can view

images and their metadata as simple, detailed and metadata lists * Processing and processing * Built-
in viewer and slideshow * View and process image files one by one, in batch mode * Supports the

following image formats: * JPEG * TIFF * GIF * JPG * PSD (Photoshop) * PNG (Portable Network
Graphics) * RAW * TGA (Pentax) * BMP * PCD (Photo CD) * ICNS (Interchange) * PDF (Portable

Document Format) * TEM (Template) * EXIF * IPTC * GPS * EXIF/IPTC or GPS/EXIF * EXIF/IPTC or
GPS/EXIF/DNG * EXIF/IPTC or GPS/EXIF/IPTC * EXIF/IPTC or GPS/EXIF/DNG/IPTC * EXIF/IPTC or

GPS/EXIF/DNG/IPTC * EXIF/IPTC or GPS/EXIF/DNG/IPTC/GPS * EXIF/IPTC or GPS/EXIF/DNG/IPTC/GPS *
EXIF/IPTC or GPS/EXIF/DNG/IPTC/GPS/EXIF * EXIF/IPTC or GPS/EXIF/DNG/IPTC/GPS/EXIF * EXIF/IPTC or
GPS/EXIF/DNG/IPTC/GPS/EXIF/IPTC * EXIF/IPTC or GPS/EXIF/DNG/IPTC/GPS/EXIF/IPTC/GPS * EXIF/IPTC

or GPS/EXIF/DNG/IPTC/GPS/EXIF/IPTC/GPS/EXIF * EXIF/IPTC or GPS/EXIF/D

Picture Information Extractor Crack With Product Key [April-2022]

Picture Information Extractor is a software tool developed specifically to help individuals view images
as slideshows, edit them and their metadata, as well as generate reports. The interface presents a
modern and intuitive design, comprised of a menu bar, several shortcut buttons, a folder structure
and various panels in which to display the contents of a directory, picture previews and tags. Aside
from that, it is accessible to both novice and power users. This utility enables you to inspect images

in the built-in viewer, as well as a slideshow. You should know that in both cases you can use the
arrow keys or the space bar in order to go to the previous or next photograph. It is also possible to

use a search function, go back of forward, cut, copy, paste, delete, rename, rotate, flip, crop and rate
(on a scale from 1 to 5) pictures. Directory contents can be viewed as simple, detailed or metadata

lists or as thumbnails, and they can be sorted according to name, size, type and modify or taken
date. The program integrates a renaming scheme, so that you can process multiple files at a time,
according to your preferences. To be more exact, you can use a large number of information, such
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as date (year, month, day, hour, minutes, seconds), shutter, aperture, zoom, ISO and counter.
Editing metadata is also available, including EXIF, IPTC and GPS position tags. For example, you can

append descriptions, copyright messages, artist and camera name, focal length, lens make and
model, as well as assign keywords and categories, GPS latitude and longitude. To sum up, Picture

Information Extractor is an efficient piece of software, with a user-friendly UI, a feature-rich
environment, good response time and minimal usage of CPU and memory. Description:Aimersoft

Photo Manager Pro is a photo editing and management application. Enjoy the flexibility and ease of
using all the tools and features of the Aimersoft Photo Manager, but in a Windows Presentation

Foundation (WPF) User Interface. Use the well designed and intuitive interface to enjoy fast loading
times and an easy-to-use operation. The application has more than 70 built-in effects and filters, a
batch file selector, customizable tools, a directory settings tool, a viewer for images, a batch photo

resizer, zooming and panning tools, image and slideshow creation with built-in slideshow tools,
image and video editing b7e8fdf5c8
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Picture Information Extractor 

• Intuitive design - Featuring a modern and intuitive design, Picture Information Extractor will make
it easier to work with images and other file types. • Ease of use - Picture Information Extractor is a
simple tool to make use of and offers a completely intuitive user interface • Image viewer - The
program allows you to preview images in the built-in viewer, view slideshows as well as print to file •
Image manager - The program can load, save, edit, organize, re-name, delete, move and rate
images, as well as extract EXIF and IPTC/XMP metadata • Integrated metadata viewer - The tool can
export pictures with information about the photographer, lens settings, GPS position, file size and
modify date • Metadata editor - The program can update image thumbnails with EXIF, IPTC and GPS
metadata • Image inspector - The program lets you edit and modify image thumbnails • Image mixer
- Extract and mix 4 to 16 images to a single slideshow image • Export - Picture Information Extractor
can export images to JPEG, TIFF, GIF and ICO image format • ZIP archive - The program can create
zip archives and export entire directories as zip files • Copying - The tool has built-in copying
functionality so that you can use it to copy images from one place to another • Main features - The
program lets you import and export images, modify date/time on images, rename images, modify
EXIF/IPTC/XMP/GPS metadata, create and view slideshows, extract metadata from images (EXIF,
IPTC), create and view thumbnail lists, extract and modify images and improve them with a variety
of functions • Fast processing - The program can process multiple images at a time • Universal look
and feel - Picture Information Extractor has a minimalist design Picture Information Extractor Mac
Mac OS. • It displays all type of files including, TIFF, ICO, JPG, PNG, BMP, PDF, PSD, XBM, PS, EPS,
WMF, and so on. • You can extract EXIF, IPTC and GPS position tags from images • All type of files
including, TIFF, ICO, JPG, PNG, BMP, PDF, PSD, XBM, PS, EPS, WMF, and so on. • You can extract EXIF,
IPTC and GPS position tags from images • The tool can import EXIF, IPTC and

What's New In?

Picture Information Extractor for Windows is a freeware developed by Liuya Software Co. Ltd. The
program is designed to extract information from digital pictures, such as EXIF, IPTC, GPS latitude and
longitude, date, time, date, copyright information, artist, picture coordinates, lens make and model.
After that, you can edit the created metadata. It provides a structured and organized graphical user
interface that makes it easy to operate. Moreover, picture information can be extracted from BMP,
JPEG, GIF, PNG and TIFF images. The utility also takes high resolutions as well as RAW images and
even frames inside RAW files. Detailed step-by-step instructions accompany the process, so that you
can easily get started and succeed. Moreover, there are instructional videos that provide you with an
in-depth understanding of everything that you need to do and how to do it. This is the best
combination, as it not only helps you to succeed, but it is also a lot of fun. Picture Information
Extractor can also be used as a slide show creator, which allows you to adjust transition effects and
slides to fit your needs. You can also trim images, rotate them and flip them in order to achieve your
desired effect. The images can be imported into the slideshow in two different ways: as a single file
or in batches. In addition, you can save pictures, retain the original file name and work with multiple
files at a time. There is also a broad spectrum of filters and correction tools that can be used to
improve the quality of the final picture or even change the color scheme. You can also take note of
pictures, rename them, cut, copy, paste, delete, rate, crop, rotate and flip them. There are also
report templates that you can use to create several reports, including: • List of pictures • List of
pictures by date • List of pictures by size • List of pictures by type • List of pictures by modify date •
List of pictures by access type The program is compatible with Windows 10, 8, 7, XP, Vista and 2000.
Key features: • Photo viewer, editor and slideshows. • Edit EXIF, IPTC and GPS metadata. • Convert
BMP, JPEG, GIF, PNG, TIFF files. • Import from folder or multiple files. • Import from RAW files. •
Import from RAW files with 1 or 5 frames. • Windows Explorer integration. • Forward,
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 (64-bit), Windows 8.1 (64-bit), Windows 10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i3,
i5, i7 Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760, ATI Radeon HD 7850, Intel HD Graphics
6000 DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 1 GB available space
Additional: Sound card: DirectX-compatible sound card with built-in speakers and microphone Other
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